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Capsule Summary 21 

A study published in Chinese in 1963 documented a 40-50-day oscillation in the Asian 22 

monsoon region, eight years earlier than its discovery by Madden and Julian (1971). 23 

24 
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Abstract 25 

The Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) identified by Madden and Julian (1971, 1972) has 26 

been well recognized as the most prominent intraseasonal signal in the tropics.  Its discovery and 27 

its relationship with other weather phenomena such as tropical cyclone (TC) are among the most 28 

significant advancements in modern meteorology with broad and far reaching impacts. The 29 

original study by Madden and Julian used radiosonde data on the Canton Island and their spectral 30 

analysis revealed the signal of a 40-50-day oscillation.   31 

It has come to our attention that an earlier study published in a Chinese journal (Xie et al. 32 

1963, hereafter Xie63) documented an oscillatory signal of 45-day period using radiosonde data 33 

from several stations between 70°E and 125°E in the tropics. The 40-50 day signal found by 34 

Xie63 is strikingly evident without any filtering. Xie63 identified that the occurrences of TCs are 35 

correlated with the 40-50-day variation of low-level westerlies at these stations. The original 36 

figures in Xie63 were hand drawn. Their results are verified using data from a longer period of 37 

1958 to 1970. The 40-50-day oscillation in the monsoon westerly and its relationship with the 38 

occurrence of TCs are confirmed and further expanded. 39 

This study serves the purpose of bringing recognition to the community the identification of 40 

a 40-50-day signal published in Chinese in 1963 and the discovery of the correlation between 41 

MJO phases and TC genesis three decades earlier than studies on this subject published outside 42 

China.  43 

44 
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1. Introduction 45 

Madden and Julian (1971) unveiled a 40-50-day oscillation in the tropospheric zonal wind 46 

using radiosonde observation at a single station (i.e., Canton Island) in the central Pacific. This 47 

oscillation was later connected to a broad global tropical circulation using observations from 48 

multiple stations (Madden and Julian 1972). The intraseasonal signal documented by Madden 49 

and Julian is now known as the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO). These two articles by Madden 50 

and Julian are among the most influential studies in modern meteorology. The originally 51 

identified MJO signal is confined in the 40-50-day period with zonal wavenumber one and 52 

eastward-propagating characteristics, which were confirmed by later studies using modern 53 

observational data (Weickmann 1983; Murakami and Nakazawa 1985; Lau and Chan 1986). The 54 

oscillation was also shown to be of more broadband (20 to 90 days) than the original 40-50-day 55 

period (e.g., Krishnamurti and Subrahmanyam 1982; Wang and Rui 1990; Hendon and Salby 56 

1994; Annamalai and Slingo 2001; Zhang 2005). Recent theoretical and diagnostic studies 57 

indicated that equatorial waves interacting with moisture, convection and boundary layer 58 

dynamics build the fundamental mechanism for eastward propagation of the MJO (Hsu and Li 59 

2012; Sobel and Maloney 2013; Jiang et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017). Initiation 60 

of MJO convection mostly takes place over the western equatorial Indian Ocean (Zhang and 61 

Ling 2017), and is caused by anomalous low-level moisture advection (Zhao et al. 2013), warm 62 

advection-induced anomalous ascending motion (Li et al. 2015), intraseasonal SST anomaly (Li 63 

et al. 2008), and/or extratropical forcing (Hsu et al. 1990; Zhao et al. 2013). Li (2014) provides a 64 

comprehensive review on the dynamics of MJO initiation and propagation. 65 

There is pronounced seasonality in MJO intensity (Madden 1986), frequency (Hartmann et 66 

al. 1992), and movement (Wang and Rui 1990). In boreal winter, the MJO is dominated by 67 
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eastward propagation slightly south of the equator, whereas during boreal summer the eastward 68 

propagating mode weakens substantially (Madden 1986, Wang and Rui 1990, Hendon and Salby 69 

1994) as the northward propagation prevails in the Indian monsoon region (Yasunari 1979, 70 

Hartmann and Michelsen 1989, Wang and Xie 1997, Lawrence and Webster 2002; Jiang et al. 71 

2004) and the northwestward propagation prevails over western North Pacific (WNP) (Lau and 72 

Chan 1986). The MJO was identified in connection to the fluctuation and migration of the Asian 73 

summer monsoon (Murakami 1976; Yasunari 1979, 1980, 1981; Fu et al. 2003). The Monsoon 74 

Experiment in 1978–79 (Krishnamurti 1985) provided an opportunity to explore further the 75 

intraseasonal oscillations involved in the Asian summer monsoon activities.  76 

The MJO has been identified to have far reaching impacts on many weather and climate 77 

related phenomena and linkages to tropical waves, tropical cyclone (TC) genesis, diurnal cycle, 78 

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and monsoon circulations (Zhang 2013). In particular, 79 

relationships between the MJO and TC genesis have attracted special attention. Liebmann et al. 80 

(1994) indicates that the western north Pacific TCs are twice as likely during convectively active 81 

phase of the MJO. Maloney and Hartmann (1998, 2000a, b) suggest that MJO westerlies may set 82 

up favorable conditions for TC development by inducing cyclonic low-level vorticity and near-83 

zero vertical wind shear.  When MJO 850-hPa wind anomalies are westerly, small-scale eddies 84 

grow through barotropic eddy kinetic energy (EKE) conversion from the mean flow, serving as 85 

the energy source for TC development (Maloney and Hartmann 2001; Hartmann and Maloney 86 

2001; Hsu et al. 2011). Numerical experiments by Cao et al. (2014) suggested that both 87 

circulation and moisture anomalies associated with the MJO affect TC development. In general, 88 

all these findings indicate that the MJO can greatly modulate TC activities in most of ocean 89 

basins. Operational prediction of the MJO has been improved but remains challenging (Vitart 90 
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2014; Xiang et al. 2015, Jiang et al. 2015, Wang et al. 2017). The research on the MJO remains 91 

very active to date as more attention is being paid to prediction on subseasonal to seasonal (S2S) 92 

time scales to fill the gap between climate and weather prediction.  93 

It has come to our attention that a study published in 1963 (Xie et al. 1963, abbreviated as 94 

Xie63 hereafter) in a Chinese journal Acta Meteorologica Sinica, documented an oscillatory 95 

signal of one-and-a-half month period using raw radiosonde data from several stations between 96 

70°E and 125°E in the Southeast Asian summer monsoon region. Xie63 was mainly devoted to 97 

the investigation of the relation between the Southeast Asian flow and the occurrence of 98 

typhoons (TCs in the western Pacific). The data covered three years from 1958 to 1960 for the 99 

months of June to September. The 40-50-day signal discovered by Xie63 is strikingly strong as 100 

revealed by the variation of the zonal wind component at 700 hPa without any filtering. Xie63 101 

identified that the occurrence of TCs was highly correlated with the variation of low-level 102 

westerlies at those stations, and was often located in the confluence region where the monsoon 103 

westerlies meet the easterly trade winds.  104 

Here is the direct quote, with its English translation, of the abstract of Xie63:  105 

“The relationship between the basic flows of the low latitudes and the occurrence of 106 

typhoons was investigated statistically and synoptically by means of recent three-year 107 

radiosonde data. It was found that about 80% of typhoons developed in the eastern flank of the 108 

tropical confluence zone between the monsoon westerlies and the easterly trade winds. The 109 

westerlies are a large-scale and quasi-steady phenomenon. Thus it is probably reasonable to be 110 

called the “basic flow” while the typhoons are considered as vortices of smaller scale. There is a 111 

quite definite relationship between the time, location and frequency of typhoon genesis and the 112 

location and strength of the basic flow in the low latitudes. There was a quasi-periodical 113 
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oscillation of strength and position of the basic zonal flow with a period longer than one month. 114 

Such an oscillation might be helpful for the extended-range forecast of initiation and 115 

development of typhoons.”  116 

Irrespective of the importance of these findings more than 50 years ago, the original paper 117 

by Xie63 remains mostly unknown to the international research community, mainly because it 118 

was published in Chinese.  The purpose of this study is to bring attention to the study by Xie63 119 

and its originality to BAMS readers. We analyzed archived radiosonde data for the same three 120 

years from 1958 to 1960 to verify the results of Xie63.  We also compared the results by Xie63 121 

and Madden and Julian (1971, denoted as MJ71 hereafter) by using a longer period of data 122 

(1958-1970) to cover the analysis period of MJ71 (1957-1967). The longer period would allow 123 

us to have a better comparison of strength of intraseasonal signals in Southeast Asia Stations 124 

found by Xie63 and in Canton Island discovered by MJ71.  125 

This paper is outlined as in the following. Section 2 describes the radiosondes and reanalysis 126 

data. The comparison between Xie63 and MJ71 regarding the 40-50-day signals is given in 127 

section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the relationship between the MJO and TC genesis as revealed 128 

by Xie63. Section 5 provides summary and conclusion.  129 

 130 

2. Radiosonde data, reanalysis and typhoon record  131 

The radiosonde data used by Xie63 mainly came from five tropical stations that are roughly 132 

evenly distributed from Indian Ocean to the central Pacific. Their World Meteorological 133 

Organization (WMO) identification numbers and geographical locations are listed in Table 1. To 134 

provide a geographical perspective of the station locations, we marked each of them on the 135 

Google map in Fig. 1. They were simply referred to as Station 1 to 5 from west to east. Note that 136 
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the Station 91701 (or Station 5) located on Canton Island included in one of Xie63’s figures was 137 

also analyzed by MJ71. The station data used in the current study were retrieved from 138 

PANGAEA archive at https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.823608. This dataset merged 139 

available collections of upper-air measurements as back as 1920s, including Comprehensive 140 

Historical Upper-Air Network (CHUAN) and the Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive 141 

(IGRA), which were interpolated to standard pressure levels (Ramella Pralungo et al. 2014). As 142 

this dataset provides twice daily observations, we first calculate daily mean result and then 143 

conduct linearly interpolation to fill in missing values.  144 

To obtain a more comprehensive picture, the daily three-dimensional wind fields during 145 

1958-1970 from NCEP reanalysis data (Kalnay et al. 1996) are also used. The resolution of the 146 

reanalysis data is 2.5 by 2.5 degree. The information on tropical cyclone genesis dates and 147 

locations are obtained from http://www.weather.unisys.com/hurricane/.   148 

 149 

3. The 40-50-day signals discovered by Xie63 and MJ71  150 

Figure 2 is the original Fig. 2 of Xie63, one of their most important figures. It shows time 151 

series of zonal wind at 700 hPa at three radiosonde stations (43371, 48900 and 98836 or Stations 152 

1-3 in Fig. 1). The data covers from first of June to the beginning of September for 1958-1960.  153 

Red arrows were added to highlight the periods of the westerlies. Note that the periodicity of the 154 

westerlies as revealed by Xie63 in Fig. 2 was based on the 5-day running mean of raw data 155 

without any spectral analysis.  156 

Below is an English translation of a direct quote from Xie63, summarizing their major 157 

finding relevant to Fig. 2:  158 

https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.823608
http://www.weather.unisys.com/hurricane/
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“The following are the main results derived from Fig. 2: 159 

1) There is a consistent phase change of the zonal wind from Station 43371 to Station 160 

98836. When the westerlies intensified in India, they also intensified in Southeast Asia, with a 161 

slight temporal delay. 162 

2)  Total 36 typhoons occurred during the three summer seasons studied. Among them, 28 163 

typhoons happened when a strong westerly appeared over Southeast Asia (at Stations 48900 and 164 

98836). These typhoons appeared mostly to the eastern flank of a confluence zone between the 165 

westerlies and the easterly trade winds. About one fifth of the typhoons occurred when easterlies 166 

or weak westerlies appeared over the two stations.   167 

3) The change of zonal wind with time at these stations exhibited a wave like oscillatory 168 

characteristic, with an average oscillatory period of around one-and-a-half months. Such an 169 

oscillatory feature may benefit for extended-range forecast of typhoon genesis frequency.”  170 

To confirm their results, we regenerated the time series of the zonal wind at the same three 171 

stations shown in Fig. 2 using the time series of 5-day running mean zonal wind at 700 hPa 172 

based on the radiosonde data (red) and the NCEP reanalysis data (black) shown in Fig. 3. The 173 

time series based on the NCEP reanalysis resembles that of the radiosonde data. Comparing Fig. 174 

3 with Fig. 2 panel by panel indicates that the general patterns are similar with some difference 175 

in detail. The difference lies more in the magnitude than in the periodicity. For example, the 176 

maxima of the westerly in the middle of July reaches 20 m s-1 at Station 48836 in Xie63 (lower 177 

left panel in Fig. 2) while our reproduction (lower left panel in Fig. 3) indicates only 10 m s-1, but 178 

both of them peak around mid July. The discrepancies may be simply due to the fact that Fig. 2 179 
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in Xie63 was hand-drawn. In general, this comparison confirms the low-frequency oscillation in 180 

low-level zonal wind with a period longer than one month explicitly stated by Xie63.   181 

A spectral analysis was conducted on the zonal wind at these stations (see Fig. 4), to further 182 

confirm the one-and-a-half-month period indicated by Xie63 by visual inspection. To better 183 

compare the strength of intraseasonal signals in Southeast Asia Stations shown by Xie63 and in 184 

Canton Island discovered by MJ71, a longer analysis period (1958-1970) is used. While most 185 

analyses in this present study were applied to the zonal wind at 700 hPa following Xie63, 150 186 

hPa and 850 hPa winds were here used to compare directly to MJ71. Original Fig. 2 from MJ71 187 

for Station 91701 is included in Fig. 4d for comparison.  188 

The power spectrum analysis reveals significant peaks of the MJO variability with a 40-50-189 

day period at all the three pressure levels at Stations 43371 and 48900. By contrast, at Station 190 

91701, the 40-50-day peaks stand out only at 150 hPa and 850 hPa, and they hardly pass the 95% 191 

confidence level. This is consistent with later studies (e.g., Li and Wang 2005) that maximum 192 

MJO variability appears over the Asian-Australian monsoon and warm pool regions. In 193 

comparing the result in Station 91701 with the original result of MJ71, the power spectrum for 194 

longer periods (greater than 100 day) appears weaker in the current analysis than in MJ71. The 195 

discrepancy may arise from different datasets used and slightly different analysis periods.   196 

A similar power spectrum analysis result was obtained when only the three year (1958-197 

1960) data are used. Figure 5 shows the result for comparison with Fig. 4. This would be what 198 

Xie63 might have got if they had conducted a spectral analysis. The strongest 40-50-day signal 199 

appears at Station 48900, and this intraseasonal signal is significant at all the three pressure 200 

levels. At Station 43371, the lower tropospheric 40-day signal is significant, while the upper 201 

tropospheric signal shifts slightly toward a 30-day period.  202 
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Then, we calculated the cross-spectra between the upper and lower level winds at different 203 

stations (see Fig. 6) to compare with the original Fig. 1 in MJ71. A positive (negative) 204 

coefficient indicates an in-phase (out-of-phase) relationship between the upper and lower level 205 

winds. As is seen, the panels for Station 91701 reproduce the original Fig. 1 in MJ71, showing 206 

an out-of-phase correlation between 150- and 850-hPa zonal wind, with the spectra peak in the 207 

40-50-day band. Panels for Station 43371 and 48900 show a similar characteristic to that at 208 

Station 91701.     209 

To compare zonal wind characteristics from the South Asia to the central Pacific, Fig. 7 210 

displays the vertical profile of the zonal wind from 1 June to 30 September in 1958 at each 211 

station (Stations 1- 5 marked in Fig. 1) based on radiosonde data. The left panels show unfiltered 212 

results as in Xie63. Over the South Asia stations west of 125°E (Stations 1-3), the periodicity of 213 

the westerly below the 500-hPa level is distinct, and the period of 40-50 day is clear even 214 

without filtering. The span of the westerly in time is largest over the Indian Ocean (Station 1), 215 

decreasing towards the east. The upper levels are all dominated by easterlies. Over the central 216 

Pacific (Stations 4-5), the prevailing wind is mostly easterly throughout the troposphere.  The 217 

westerly flow at lower levels at Station 4 (or 91334) is very weak. As we move to Station 5 (or 218 

91701), the westerly is barely discernable. The right panels in Fig. 7 display 30-60-day band-219 

pass filtered signals. A stronger MJO signal appears in upper troposphere than in lower 220 

troposphere at Station 5 (central Pacific), while MJO signals at low-levels are as strong as those 221 

at the upper level in the monsoon regions (Station 1-3).  222 

Next we examine the evolution patterns of the 700-hPa wind over the summer monsoon 223 

region based on NCEP reanalysis data during 1958-1960. Shown in Fig. 8 are 700-hPa wind and 224 

relative vorticity anomalies regressed onto the 700h-Pa zonal wind averaged in a reference box 225 
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enclosing both Stations 2 and 3 (green box in Fig. 8). Prior to the regression, all fields were 226 

filtered onto a 30-60-day period. Fig. 8 displays the lagged regression fields from day -15 to day 227 

0, where day 0 corresponds to a time when the zonal wind anomaly reaches a maximum over the 228 

box. At day -15, a pronounced easterly anomaly appears over the reference box, and there is an 229 

anomalous cyclone south of it. As time progresses, the northwest-southeast tilted cyclonic 230 

anomaly moves gradually northward. At day 0, local circulation at 10°N is replaced by a 231 

pronounced westerly anomaly. The evolution above indicates that the 40-50-day oscillation of 232 

the zonal wind examined by Xie63 is a part of the MJO signal in boreal summer with 233 

pronounced northward propagation.  234 

The analysis above using archived data reproduced results from Xie63, which pointed out a 235 

strong 40-50-day oscillation in the low-level zonal wind in the monsoon regions during boreal 236 

summer. The oscillatory signal is so strong that it can be detected by eye without any filtering. 237 

These reproduced results confirm that the oscillatory signals documented by Xie63 were real 238 

regardless the short data record used.  239 

 240 

4. Relation between MJO and tropical cyclone genesis 241 

Three decades before the studies of Hartmann et al. (1992) and Liebmann et al. (1994), 242 

Xie63 pointed out that TC activity in the WNP was modulated by the 40-50-day oscillation of 243 

the zonal wind. Figure 2, which is original Fig 2 in Xie63, contains the key finding by Xie63 244 

other than what have been discussed on the periodicity of the zonal wind. The TC occurrence 245 

was marked by the small dots at the bottom of the figure for each year of the three years Xie63 246 

investigated. As pointed out by Xie63, about 80% of typhoons in the WNP occurred when strong 247 

westerlies appeared in Stations 48900 and 98836. To reproduce the results in Xie63, we 248 
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calculated how many percentages of TCs in the WNP occurred when total and anomalous 249 

(intraseasonal) zonal wind is westerly at Station 48900 during 1958-1970, which covers both the 250 

analysis period of Xie63 and MJ71. Out of the total numbers of typhoon occurrence, 92% (60%) 251 

of them fell under the total (anomalous) westerly wind period at Station 48900. This compares 252 

with 80% reported by Xie63 for 1958-1960.   253 

Another way to demonstrate the MJO impact is to count TC genesis number during its 254 

westerly and easterly phases. Figures 9a and b mark the typhoon genesis locations during the 255 

MJO westerly phase and easterly phase respectively, which are defined based on the 30-60 day 256 

filtered 700-hPa zonal wind anomalies over the reference box of 7.5°N-12.5°N, 105°-125°E 257 

(denoted by green rectangles).  The ratio of TC genesis number is about 2:1 between the westerly 258 

and easterly phase. This number is consistent with the finding by Liebmann et al. (1994), and 259 

confirms the assessment that TC activity in the western Pacific is modulated by the MJO.   260 

An additional finding regarding TC activities in Xie63 is the preferred location of TC 261 

genesis.  Original Figure 3 of Xie63 is displayed in Fig. 10 with our enhancement.  The figure 262 

depicts the time variation of 700-hPa wind vectors observed at five stations spanning from south 263 

of India to the central Pacific. Xie63’s assessment on this figure is that the TC genesis in the 264 

western Pacific is located mostly at the westerly-easterly confluence zone. The longitudinal 265 

distribution of the typhoon genesis locations is mostly between 120°E and 150°E.  266 

To verify Xie63’s result on this, we examine the percentage of TC genesis occurred over the 267 

westerly-easterly confluence zone, which is defined as a region where the absolute values of 268 

700-hPa zonal wind are less than a given constant. Table 2 shows the percentage of TC genesis 269 

occurred within 100°E to 160°E during 1 June to 30 September of 1958-1970 over the westerly-270 

easterly confluence zone defined by different criteria. 75% of TC genesis appears over the 271 
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westerly-easterly confluence zone, where the absolute zonal wind speed is less than 5 m s-1. If a 272 

stricter criterion of 3 m s-1 is defined, then the percentage becomes 52%. From a dynamic point 273 

of view, energy accumulation (due to wave scale contraction) over a confluence zone may 274 

accelerate the development of a TC-like vortex (Kuo et al. 2001). 275 

In summary, the relationship between the zonal wind variability in the Southeast Asia and 276 

typhoon genesis deduced by Xie63 has been confirmed with a longer (13-year) dataset. They 277 

include the following two results. Firstly, typhoons occurred in the western Pacific mostly when 278 

the Southeast Asia is experiencing strong westerly, linking to the monsoon circulation. Secondly, 279 

typhoons occurred mostly in the region of a confluence zone where the monsoon westerly meets 280 

the trade easterly.  281 

 282 

5. Summary 283 

The Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) identified by Madden and Julian (1971, 1972) has 284 

been recognized as the most significant intraseasonal signal in the tropics and its relationship 285 

with other weather-climate phenomena is broad and its impacts are far reaching.  The original 286 

paper by Madden and Julian (1971) used the radiosonde data on Canton Island with Fourier 287 

analysis to reveal the outstanding signal of a 40-50-day oscillation.  In their subsequent paper, 288 

Madden and Julian (1972) presented a more comprehensive picture of the intraseasonal signal 289 

globally using data from multiple stations. These pioneering studies have since brought 290 

tremendous attentions of the atmospheric community to this phenomenon and stimulated 291 

substantial research efforts on the MJO that have advanced the understanding of tropical 292 

dynamics, its mid-latitude impacts, and complex scale interactions. 293 
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It has come to our attention that an earlier study published in a Chinese journal (Xie et al. 294 

1963) documented a similar oscillatory signal of one-and-a-half-month period using radiosonde 295 

data from three stations between 70°E and 125°E in Southeast Asia. The investigation covered 296 

June to September for three years from 1958 to 1960. The 40-50-day signal found by Xie63 was 297 

strikingly strong as revealed by the variation of the 700 hPa zonal wind without any filtering. 298 

The original focus of Xie63 was to find a possible relation between the Southeast Asian 299 

circulation and tropical cyclone (typhoon in the western Pacific) genesis. Xie63 identified that 300 

the occurrences of typhoon during these months are closely related to the variation of the low-301 

level westerlies at these stations. Expanding the scope to central Pacific, Xie63’s analysis 302 

suggested that the western Pacific confluence zone (where the monsoon westerly meets the trade 303 

easterly) is the preferred zone of TC genesis.  304 

The purpose of this paper is to bring attention to the recognition of Xie63 pioneer discovery. 305 

To verify the results presented in Xie63, in which all the analysis and figures were hand drawn 306 

based on a short data record, we first reproduced the original results using available radiosonde 307 

data at stations used by Xie63. The analysis was extended to a longer period from 1958 to 1970 308 

so that it can cover the analysis periods of both Xie63 and MJ71 for better comparison of the 309 

strength of intraseasonal signals in Southeast Asia Stations found by Xie63 and in Canton Island 310 

discovered by MJ71.  311 

The 40-50-day oscillation identified by Xie63 using the unfiltered zonal wind data at several 312 

stations from the tropical Indian Ocean to the western Pacific is confirmed to be robust from 313 

June to September. Compared to the Canton Island Station (91701), the MJO variability over the 314 

Southeast Asian monsoon region is stronger, in both the lower and upper troposphere.  315 
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The relationship between the zonal wind variability in the Southeast Asia and the typhoon 316 

genesis deduced by Xie63 is also confirmed using a larger data sample: 1) typhoons occur 317 

mostly when Southeast Asia is experiencing strong westerlies linked to the monsoon circulation, 318 

and 2) typhoons occur mostly in the confluence region where the monsoon westerlies meets the 319 

easterly trade winds.  For the 13-year (1958-1970) summers, 92% of typhoons occurred when 320 

Station 48900 experienced westerlies. Meanwhile, 75% of WNP typhoons occurred in the 321 

westerly – easterly confluence zone defined as a region where the magnitude of the zonal flow at 322 

700hPa is less than 5 m s-1.  323 

The pioneering studies of Madden and Julian (1971, 1972) have been widely accepted as the 324 

discovery of the MJO. The identification of the 40-50 day periodicity contained in the Xie63 325 

paper is nowhere near as meticulous, comprehensive or rigorous as that done by Madden and 326 

Julian (1971, 1972). Xie63 did not do spectral analysis and qualitatively inferred a 40-50 day 327 

timescale from unfiltered wind fields over a relatively small number of events. Thus the work by 328 

Madden and Julian (1971, 1972) remains a model of how spectral analysis should be used to 329 

identify a significant oscillation. 330 

That said, the broader community should recognize the work by Xie et al. (1963) that  331 

phenomenologically identified the 40-50-day signal eight years earlier and its discovery of the 332 

relationship between MJO and TC genesis three decades earlier than studies on this subject 333 

published outside China. With meteorology as a science that impacts people’s living globally and 334 

is pursued by people everywhere, there must exist many hidden gems published in early days in 335 

non-English journals that were unknown beyond their countries. This current paper serves the 336 

purpose of bringing out one such gem and to encourage others to do the same.  337 

 338 
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 349 

Sidebar 350 

Biographic sketch of Prof. Yi-Bing Xie:  Prof. Yi-Bing Xie (or pronounced sometime as Yi-351 

Ping Hsieh) was born in 1917. He was a graduate student of Prof. C. G. Rossby and Prof. E. 352 

Palman at University of Chicago in 1945-49 and got his PhD from University of Chicago in 353 

1949. He returned back to China afterwards and served as a Professor and Deputy Chair of the 354 

Department of Physics in Peking University, Beijing, China in 1952. He became a Professor and 355 

Chair of Department of Geophysics in Peking University in 1978 and was elected as an 356 

academician at Chinese Academy of Sciences in 1980. He received E. Palman Award in 1988. 357 

He passed away in Beijing in 1995 due to cancer.  358 

 359 

360 
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Table captions 472 

Table 1 Information of the radiosonde stations used in this study. 473 

Table 2 Percentage of the occurrence of TC numbers over the westerly-easterly confluence zone, 474 

which is based on the background 5-day running mean 700-hPa zonal wind speed averaged over 475 

5°-15°N. The analysis period is June to September in 1958-1970. 476 

 477 

478 
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 479 

Figure captions 480 

Figure 1 Locations of the radiosonde stations examined by Xie63. For detailed information 481 

about the location and the WMO identification number of each station, readers are referred to 482 

Table 1.   483 

Figure 2 Original Fig. 2 from Xie63 showing time series of 5-day running mean zonal wind (m 484 

s-1) at 700hPa. Positive (negative) values indicates westerly (easterly). The abscissa represents 485 

time from June 1 to September 1.  The station number is marked on each panel and the first 486 

column is for 1958, the second for 1959, and the third for 1960.  Black dots at the bottom denote 487 

the occurrence of typhoons each year. Red arrows are added by the authors of the current study 488 

to highlight the intraseasonal periods. 489 

Figure 3 Time series of 700-hPa 5-day running mean zonal wind (m s-1) from June 1 to 490 

September 1 in 1958, 1959 and 1960 for the same three stations as in Fig. 2 of Xie63. Red curves 491 

are from archived station radiosonde data, and black curves are from nearby NCEP grid point 492 

data. 493 

Figure 4 Variance spectra for zonal wind (m2 s-2) at 150 hPa (blue solid), 700 hPa (black solid) 494 

and 850 hPa (red solid) for Station (a) 43371, (b) 48900, and (c) 91701 during 1958-1970.  495 

Dotted lines mark the 95% confidence level. The original Fig. 2 from MJ71 is shown in (d) in 496 

comparison to the current analysis at Station 91701 (c). 497 

Figure 5 Variance spectra for zonal wind (m2 s-2) at 150 hPa (blue solid), 700 hPa (black solid) 498 

and 850 hPa (red solid) for Station 43371, 48900, and 91701 during the three-year (1958-1960) 499 

period studied by Xie63. Dotted lines mark the 95% confidence level. 500 
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Figure 6 Co-spectrum between 850-hPa and 150-hPa zonal wind (m2 s-2) during 1958-1970 (top 501 

curves) and coherence-squared statistic for 850-hPa and 150-hPa zonal wind (bottom curves) at 502 

Station (a) 43371, (b) 48900, and (c) 91701. The 95% confidence level is denoted by the thin line. 503 

The original Fig. 1 from MJ71 is shown in (d) in comparison to the current analysis at Station 504 

91701 (c). 505 

Figure 7 Vertical profiles of 5-day running mean zonal wind (m s-1) from June to September 506 

1958 (left panels) and corresponding 30-60-day filtered zonal wind fields (right panels) at five 507 

Stations (1-5, see Table 1 for details). 508 

Figure 8 Lagged regression patterns of 30-60-day filtered 700-hPa wind anomalies (vectors, m s-509 

1) and vorticity anomalies (shading, 10-6 s-1) against 30-60-day filtered zonal wind anomalies 510 

averaged over the reference box (7.5°N-12.5°N, 105°-125°E) (marked in green) for the period of 511 

June-September, 1958-1960. Brown curves are hand drawn to mark the anomalous large-scale 512 

cyclonic circulation. 513 

Figure 9 Composite patterns of 30-60-day filtered anomalies in 700-hPa wind (vectors, m s-1) 514 

and TC genesis location (dotted) for (a) MJO westerly phase and (b) MJO easterly phase in June 515 

- September during 1958-1970. The MJO westerly (easterly) phase is defined when 30-60-day 516 

filtered 700-hPa zonal wind averaged over the reference box (7.5°N-12.5°N, 105°-125°E) 517 

(marked in green) is greater (less) than (negative) one standard deviation.    518 

Figure 10 Figure 3 of Xie63, which shows a time-longitude diagram of 700-hPa wind (wind 519 

barbs) and typhoon genesis locations (red dots, originally marked in black) during June to 520 

September in 1958. The station numbers are listed at the top. Note that Xie63 used Station 43279 521 

(labeled as 279) instead of Station 43371 in this figure, but their locations are very close (within 522 
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4 degrees longitude apart). Circles highlight clusters of genesis events and arrows their periods, 523 

added by the authors of this current study.  524 

525 
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 526 

Table 1 Information of the radiosonde stations used in this study. 527 

 528 

Station WMO ID Location (Lon, Lat) NCEP grid 

point 

1 43371 Thiruvananthapuram (76.95°E, 8.48°N) (77.5°E, 10°N) 

2 48900 Ho Chi Minh (106.67E ,10.82N) (107.5°E, 10°N)) 

3 98836 ZAMBOANGA (122.07°E, 6.9°N) (122.5°E, 7.5°N) 

4 91334 CHUUK (151.85°E, 7.47°N) (152.5°E, 7.5°N) 

5 91701 CANTON IS. (171.21°W, 2.77°S) (170°W, 2.5°S) 

 529 

 530 

531 
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 532 

Table 2 Percentage of the occurrence of TC numbers over the westerly-easterly confluence zone, 533 

which is based on the background 5-day running mean 700-hPa zonal wind speed averaged over 534 

5°-15°N. The analysis period is June to September in 1958-1970. 535 

 536 

abs (zonal wind) TC number percent 

Less than 5m s-1 75% 

Less than 4 m s-1 65% 

Less than 3 m s-1 52% 

 537 

538 
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 540 

 541 

 542 

Figure 1 Locations of the radiosonde stations examined by Xie63. For detailed information about 543 

the location and the WMO identification number of each station, readers are referred to Table 1. 544 
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 545 

 546 

Figure 2 Original Fig. 2 from Xie63 showing time series of 5-day running-mean zonal wind (m s-547 

1) at 700hPa. Positive (negative) values indicate westerly (easterly). The abscissa represents time 548 

from June 1 to September 1.  The station number is marked on each panel and the first column is 549 

for 1958, the second for 1959, and the third for 1960.  Black dots at the bottom denote the 550 

occurrence of typhoons each year. Red arrows are added by the authors of the current study to 551 

highlight the intraseasonal periods. 552 

553 
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 554 

Figure 3 Time series of 700-hPa 5-day running mean zonal wind (m s-1) from June 1 to 555 

September 1 in 1958, 1959 and 1960 for the same three stations as in Fig. 2 of Xie63. Red curves 556 

are from archived station radiosonde data, and black curves are from nearby NCEP grid point 557 

data.  558 

 559 

560 
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 561 

 562 

Figure 4 Variance spectra for zonal wind (m2 s-2) at 150 hPa (blue solid), 700 hPa (black solid) 563 

and 850 hPa (red solid) for Station (a) 43371, (b) 48900, and (c) 91701 during 1958-1970.  564 

Dotted lines mark the 95% confidence level. The original Fig. 2 from MJ71 is shown in (d) in 565 

comparison to the current analysis at Station 91701 (c).  566 

567 
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 568 

 569 

Figure 5 Variance spectra for zonal wind (m2 s-2) at 150 hPa (blue solid), 700 hPa (black solid) 570 

and 850 hPa (red solid) for Station 43371, 48900, and 91701 during the three-year (1958-1960) 571 

period studied by Xie63. Dotted lines mark the 95% confidence level. 572 

573 
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 574 

  575 

Figure 6 Co-spectrum between 850-hPa and 150-hPa zonal wind (m2 s-2) during 1958-1970 (top 576 

curves) and coherence-squared statistic for 850-hPa and 150-hPa zonal wind (bottom curves) at 577 

Station (a) 43371, (b) 48900, and (c) 91701. The 95% confidence level is denoted by the thin line. 578 

The original Fig. 1 from MJ71 is shown in (d) in comparison to the current analysis at Station 579 

91701 (c). 580 
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 581 

Figure 7 Vertical profiles of 5-day running mean zonal wind (m s-1) from June to September 582 

1958 (left panels) and corresponding 30-60-day filtered zonal wind fields (right panels) at five 583 

Stations (1-5, see Table 1 for details).  584 
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 585 

Figure 8 Lagged regression patterns of 30-60-day filtered 700-hPa wind anomalies (vectors, m s-586 

1) and vorticity anomalies (shading, 10-6 s-1) against 30-60-day filtered zonal wind anomalies 587 

averaged over the reference box (7.5°N-12.5°N, 105°-125°E) (marked in green) for the period of 588 

June-September, 1958-1960. Brown curves are hand drawn to mark the anomalous large-scale 589 

cyclonic circulation. 590 

 591 

592 
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 593 

Figure 9 Composite patterns of 30-60-day filtered anomalies in 700-hPa wind (vectors, m s-1) 594 

and TC genesis location (dotted) for (a) MJO westerly phase and (b) MJO easterly phase in June 595 

- September during 1958-1970. The MJO westerly (easterly) phase is defined when 30-60-day 596 

filtered 700-hPa zonal wind averaged over the reference box (7.5°N-12.5°N, 105°-125°E) 597 

(marked in green) is greater (less) than (negative) one standard deviation.   598 

 599 

600 
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 601 

 602 

Figure 10 Figure 3 of Xie63, which shows a time-longitude diagram of 700-hPa wind (wind 603 

barbs) and typhoon genesis locations (red dots, originally marked in black) during June to 604 

September in 1958. The station numbers are listed at the top. Note that Xie63 used Station 43279 605 

(labeled as 279) instead of Station 43371 in this figure, but their locations are very close (within 606 

4 degrees longitude apart). Circles highlight clusters of genesis events and arrows their periods, 607 

added by the authors of this current study.  608 


